As the global business landscape rapidly becomes more volatile and top-fueled with new potentials enabled by
digital capabilities, its more important than ever for any business to have a robust strategy on how to handle
mergers, acquisitions and divestitures between organizations, countries and cultures.
And as IT is deeply embedded in todays business processes and deliveries, there is a greater need for a
structured Due Diligence focused on it-ecosystems that expose all risks and synergies involved in the transition
to minimize business disruption and enabling all involved organizations to continue operate from day one.
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It all comes down to proven processes and plans
built on an IT M&A strategy that keeps the users in
focus and fully aligns with corporate plans,
strategies and future ambitions of all involved
parties and stakeholders.

Organizations can keep the impact on individuals to
a minimum to ensure motivation, productivity and
engagement during transition, at the same time as
the technical merge or carve out in the it-ecosystem
is performed in an agile and robust way.

The IT M&A strategy should clearly define how the
organization will approach the activity, to what level
the it-ecosystem will integrated, how investment will
be handled, how organizations will interact with
each other and the high-level plan for each of the
technology domains.

The purchasing organization or private equity will
have full visibility into all risks and costs associated
with the transition and complement the overall
planning and execution not just from a financial,
legal, intellectual property and brand perspective
but as important from a digital.
Secure a framework for business contingency,
market presence and minimize end customer
impact during the critical organizational transition
and transformation of the it-ecosystem.

Our award-winning IT M&A services provides all stakeholders
like the purchasing and/or private equity organization full
visibility into all risks and costs associated with the IT transition.
The IT Due Diligence phase is governed by our structured and
proven process based on a risk and value-based approach,
ensuring that both the technology landscape and the IT
operating model are included in the study and analysis.
We structure the technical integration program to support
business priorities and take advantage of automation to ensure
speed and consistency in delivery.
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•

Award winning (RITA®)
co-created IT M&A services

•

More than 25 due diligence
exercises completed

•

16 M&A consolidations
completed successfully

•

+10,000 users and devices
migrated

•

+2,500 application servers
migrated

•

Automation is core to our
delivery

•

We take ownership of the
process

•

Consultants with crossplatform expertise

•

Experts within cloud and
traditional services

•

Capacity service scales to
meet project demands
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Our values are at the core of our actions; collaboration, trust, continuous development and expertise.
We walk beside our customers in their data-driven business transformation, taking ownership of their
transformation as if it were our own.

contact@enfogroup.com

